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Detailed List of New Features 
New Concepts - Five-Factor Model, OCEAN (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and 
neuroticism), HumanMetrics, Test Your Stress Smarts, relativism ethics, bullying, idea and personal conflict, 
authentic leadership, LMX leadership, altercast, networks of teams, multi-team systems, healthy and 
unhealthy cultures. 
 
Updated Approach – the 11e has been rewritten to focus more on how to improve human relations and 
happiness in one’s own personal and professional life, regardless of position in the organization.  
 
Applications: 
Opening Case -  Each chapter opens with a case – most new for the 11e. Throughout the chapter, concepts 
are applied to the case so students understand the application of the concepts to actual people in 
organizations. 
 
Work Applications - Throughout each chapter there are approximately 11 questions (more than 140 total) 
that require the students to apply the concepts to their own work experience. Work experience can be 
present or past and may include part-time, summer, or full-time employment. Work applications require the 
students to think critically and bridge the gap between the concepts and their world. 
 
Application Situations -  Each chapter contains two to six boxes, many new to the 11e, each with 5 to 10 
questions (300 total) that require students to apply the concept illustrated in a specific, short example. The 
questions develop critical thinking skills through the application process. 
 
Cases – with Internet video and cumulative questions; plus, role-play exercises. Each chapter has a case 
study from a real-world organization. At the end of the case, the organization’s web site is given so students 
can visit the Web to get updated information on the case. Some of the cases also include web sites to view 
case manager interviews/talks. Chapters 2 through 12 include cumulative questions. Cumulative questions 
include concepts from previous chapters. Thus, students continually review and integrate concepts from 



earlier chapters. Following each case is a role-play exercise to develop skills based on the concepts illustrated 
in the case. 
 
Objective Cases -  At the end of each chapter there is a short objective case. The unique feature is the 
“objective” part, with 10 multiple-choice questions, followed by one or more open-ended questions. These 
cases require students to apply the concepts to people and organizations. 
 
Communication Skills Questions - There are more than 125 communication skills questions, an average of 
approximately nine per chapter, which can be used for class discussion and/or written assignments. 
 
Skill-Building: 
Self-Assessment Exercises - Each chapter has between one and five self-assessment exercises to enable 
students to gain personal knowledge. Some of the exercises are tied to skill-building exercises to enhance 
the impact of the self-assessment. All information for completing and scoring, and self-assessment, is 
contained within each exercise. A unique new feature includes determining a personality profile (in Chapter 
3); in all other chapters, students find out how their personality relates to their use of the chapter concepts. 
 
Skill-Building Exercises - More than 50 exercises (average of 4 per chapter). Each exercise states if it is 
individual or group focused, and if it is appropriate for in-class and/or online class activities. 
 
Individual and Group Skill-Building Exercises –  Assign for homework outside of class, or spend group class 
time.  
 
Role-Play Skill-Building Exercises – Several of the skill-building exercises focus on developing skills through 
behavior modeling.  Breaking into groups and role-playing is required. (As mentioned above, all 12 cases 
include a role-play exercise). 
 
Models, Behavior Model Videos, and Skill-Building Exercises – More than 25 models throughout the book, 
with step-by-step instructions for handling day-to-day human relations situations. How to use several of the 
models is illustrated in the behavior-modeling videos. For example, students read the model in the book and 
watch people send messages, give praise, resolve conflicts, handle complaints, and coach an employee, 
following the steps in the model. After viewing the video, students role-play how they would handle these 
human relations situations. Students may also give each other feedback on the effectiveness of their role-
plays. Videos can also be used as stand-alone activities.  
 
SmartBook tailors content to the individual student - As part of McGraw-Hill Education’s Connect, 
SmartBook prepares students for class, guiding them through the chapters and highlighting what they need 
to learn and helping them study more efficiently and effectively. SmartBook is proven to strengthen 
memory recall, keep students in class, and boost grades. By helping students master core concepts ahead of 
time, SmartBook enables instructors to spend more meaningful time in the classroom. Through real-time 
reports, instructors can also track class or individual student performance on chapter topics or completion of 
chapter readings. 
 
Instructor Library – via Connect – your repository for additional resources to improve student engagement 
in and out of class. You can select and use any asset that enhances your lecture. The Connect Instructor 
Library includes: Instructor Manual, PowerPoint files, Test Bank (assignable in Connect), and Manager’s Hot 
Seat Videos (assignable in Connect). 
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Chapter by Chapter Changes 
Restructured and New Chapter Titles 
 
Part One:  Intrapersonal Skills: Behavior, Human Relations, and Performance 
 
Chapter 1:  Understanding Behavior, Human Relations, and Performance and Being Happy 
The entire chapter has been updated with 62 (88%) new references to this new edition; keeping the 6 classic 
historic references, for a total of 76 references.  
There are 18 new people and company/brand examples: Zappos, Fortune Editor Alan Murray, Wells Fargo, 
Yahoo, Home Depot, Zappos, Sonja Lyubomirsky, Booker T. Washington, B.C. Forbes, Neil Pasricha, 
Facebook's Sheryl Sandberg, Sealed Air, Kirk Douglas, Nike, ACBSP (Accreditation Council for Business Schools 
and Programs), IACBE (International Assembly for Collegiate Business Education) 
The major change to this chapter is the addition of a new title now including Being Happy. There is a new 
section “Happiness and Relationships” that explains the importance of how relationships affect happiness. 
There is a new subsection “New Habits” that discusses how to make positive habits to improve relationships. 
Plus, there is a new Skill Building Exercise 1-4, Developing a New Habit to develop this skill.  
Another major change is “Assessing Your HR Abilities and Skills.” There is now a short version in Chapter 1 and a 
longer version in Appendix B. The assessment in Chapter 1 now only has 12 questions, one per chapter and 
Appendix A (down from 43 questions). The longer version now has 36 questions, three per chapter and 
Appendix B (down from 43 questions). 
A short paragraph before the opening case now includes an explanation of why we open with a case and how to 
use the case.  
The section “What’s in it for Me?” has been expanded to include how readers can benefit from the book in their 
personal and professional lives with all new references.  
In the Myths and Reality section, Myth 2 now includes the importance of developing relationships, which is the 
focus of the book. 
The section “Human Relations: Past, Present, and Future” subsection “Current and Future Challenges in the 21st 
Century,” has been re-written with all new updated references. 
 In addition to AACSB, this section now also states the it meets the core professional components of ACBSP 
(Accreditation Council for Business Schools and Programs), and IACBE (International Assembly for Collegiate 
Business Education) standards. 
The end of chapter case has been updated. 
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
Skill Building Exercise 1-3 has revised questions to focus more on the positives of human relations content.  
 
Chapter 2 - Personality, Stress, Learning, and Perception 
The entire chapter has been updated with 53 (82%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 65 
references.  
There are 13 new people and company/brand examples: Google, Lowe's, McDonalds', RadioShack, Xerox, 
OCEAN, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Human Metrics, APA (American Psychological Association) "Test Your Stress 
Smarts!,” PepsiCo CEO Indra Nooyi.  
In the “Big Five Model of Personality,” in not states that is it commonly called the Five-Factor Model by 
academics, and that it is also known as OCEAN (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and 
neuroticism). 
In the “Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), it now states that you can also take a free 64 question survey at the 
HumanMetrics website link http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp 
The key term stressors have been moved from the “What is Stress” section introduction to the subsection 

http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp


“Problems Associated with two Much Stress.” 
In the “Signs of Stress” section, in now states that the APA (American Psychological Association) has the "Test 
Your Stress Smarts!" you can take for free at http://www.apa.org/helpcenter/stress-smarts.aspx to assess how 
much you know about stress.  
Work Application 2-3 now includes the question, “How does your stress personality type enhance and/or hurt 
your performance?” 
The section “The Learning Organization” has been re-written with two new subsections “The Need for Individual 
Learning” and “Group and Organizational Learning” to separate and expand on these topics. 
In the “Perception” section, there is a new description of why we have perception differences and how to 
improve obtaining perceptual congruence. 
The section “Developing Positive First Impressions,” now includes Image Management to stress the importance 
of a continuing positive impression. 
The subsection “Nonverbal Communications” now has level 3 heading to identify “Facial expressions,” “Eye 
contact,” and “Handshake” discussions. 
The end of chapter case has been updated. 
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
New – “New Habits” Skill Building Exercise to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Chapter 3 -  Attitudes, Self-Concept, Values, and Ethics 
The entire chapter has been updated with 88 (94%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 94 
references.  
15 new people and company/brand examples: Jessica Herrin, Founder of Stella & Dot, Intel, IBM, Twitter, 
Google, Steve Jobs Apple, Pixar, Countrywide Financial, Wells Fargo Bank, Indra Nooyi CEO of PepsiCo, Royal 
Dutch Shell, Google, and more. 
The first section title now includes Happiness—How Attitudes, Job Satisfaction, Self-Concept, Values and 
Ethics Affect Behavior, Human Relations, Happiness, and Performance. 
The Self-Concept section now discusses the importance of having a positive self-concept is to getting a job.  
The Building a Positive Self-Concept section now includes using habits to change behavior. 
The beginning of the Values section has been reorganized and much of it rewritten. 
The entire Ethics section has been expanded as follows: 
In the Ethics section, the first section has been re-written with expanded coverage. It is now titled “Why do 
People Behave Unethically and Does Ethical Behavior Pay?” The first subsection is “Why Do Good People do 
Bad Things,” followed by “Individual Ethics,” “Organizational Business Ethics,” and “Caution Against Escalation 
of Unethical Behavior, with relativism ethics.” 
The “How People Justify Unethical Behavior” section now includes key terms for the examples of unethical 
behavior. 
The “Human Relations Guides to Ethical Decision Making” now includes subheads to clearly identify the prior 
three guidelines, with two new topics discussing “Discernment and Advice” and “Application of Ethical Guides.” 
The “Global Ethics” section is now “Managing Ethics Globally.” It now has a section discussing how to manage 
ethics. 
New end of chapter case.  
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
New - “New Habits” Skill Building Exercise to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Part Two:  Interpersonal Skills: The Foundation of Human Relations                                       
 
Chapter 4 - Communications, Emotions, and Criticism (was Chapter 5 in 10e) 



The entire chapter has been updated with 90 (97%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 93 
references.  
8 new people and company/brand examples: LinkedIn, Broadcom CEO Scott McGregor, Yahoo, Home Depot, 
Apple Senior Vice President of Retail and Online Stores Angela Ahrendts, and more. 
The Introduction section title now includes Happiness and has been re-written with all new references. 
The subsection “Social Media,” in the Digital Information Technology section, has expanded coverage.  
In the “Cross-Cultural Communications” section, coverage of nonverbal communications has been expanded.  
The introduction to the “Receiving Messages” section has been re-written with all new references. 
The Emotions subsection “Global Difference” now includes a discussion of crying at work and global differences 
of its acceptance.  
In the Emotions subsection “Getting Criticism,” there are new suggestions on how to get feedback from your 
boss and better performance reviews. 
New end of chapter case. 
New format to the Skill Building Exercises to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused and answers are 
shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
New – “New Habits” Skill Building Exercise to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Chapter 5 – Dealing with Conflict (was Chapter 6 in 10th edition) 
The entire chapter has been updated with 44 (90%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 49 
references.  
There are 3 new people and company/brand examples: Bridgewater Associates, CEO Los Angeles Opera, and 
Christopher Koelsch 
The Introduction section title now includes Happiness and has all new updated references. 
The “Anger and Violence” section now discusses bullying in the subsections.  
The “Conflict Management Styles” first subsection has been changed to “Reasons for and Types of Conflict.” It 
also has two third level headings “Psychological Contract” and “Idea and Personal Conflict” that explain the 
difference in positive conflicts of ideas for improvement versus personal conflict that tends to be negative and 
hurt relationships.  
The “Accommodating Conflict Style” section now includes a discussion of its importance in our personal life. 
The introduction to the “Resolving Conflict” section has been re-written with all new references improving the 
integration with the prior section “Conflict Management Styles.” 
New end of chapter case - Trying Times for Uber’s Co-founder & CEO Travis Kalanick.  
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
 
Chapter 6 – Leading and Trust (was Chapter 7 in 10e) 
The entire chapter has been updated with 70 (86%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 81 
references.  
There are 9 new people and company/brand examples: including General Electric (GE), Integrate CEO Jeremy 
Boom, New York Times bestselling Author Lewis Howes, Meg Whitman, CEO of IBM, Gene Lee CEO of Darden 
Restaurants, and more. 
The introduction to the opening section “How Leadership Affects Behavior Human Relations, Happiness, and 
Performance” has been re-written with all new references. There is also a new level three heading “Leadership in 
Your Personal” to make students realize they use leadership skills virtually every day to influence others to get 
what they want. There is also a new level three head “Participative Leadership” to help students realize the 
trend is to teamwork and shared leadership, so leadership skills are important to employees too.  
The subsection of “Behavioral Leadership Theories” now includes authentic leadership, and LMX leadership. 
The introduction to the “Trust” section has been re-written with all new references and better ties the topics of 
leadership and trust. 



The end of chapter case has been updated.  
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
There is a new Skill Building Exercise “New Habits” to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Chapter 7 – Motivating Performance (was Chapter 8 in 10e) 
The entire chapter has been updated with 60 (85%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 71 
references.  
There are 16 new people and company/brand examples:  including Acuity insurance, Facebook, Google, 
Kimberly-Clark, GE, Wells Fargo, Johnson & Johnson, Apple, Tesla, AB InBev, GM CEO Mary Barra, Berkshire 
Hathaway CEO Warren Buffett, Foot Locker CEO Ken Hicks, and more. 
The section “How Motivation Affects Behavior, Happiness, Human Relations, and Performance,” title now 
includes Happiness, and the section is completely rewritten with all new updated references. 
The “Equity Theory” section now has more discussion of how to treat people fairly and expanded coverage of 
how to “Motivate with Equity Theory.”  
The two sections “Job Enrichment” and “Job Design” have been combined to “Job Enrichment and Design.” 
In the “Putting the Motivation Theories Together” section there is a new level two heading “Self-Motivation” 
with two level three headings “Interpersonal Skills” and “Career Success” to discuss the importance of 
interpersonal skills to self-motivation and two major factors to career success. The second level two heading is 
“The Self-Motivation Model.” 
The end of chapter case is updated.  
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
New - Skill Building Exercise “New Habits” to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Chapter 8 – Ethical Power and Politics (was Chapter 9 in 10e) 
Etiquette has been moved to new Appendix A: Time, Career, and Etiquette Management 
The entire chapter has been updated with 71 (97%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 73 
references.  
There are three new people and company/brand examples: Actor Steve Martin, Racecar champion Mario 
Andretti, and Zig Ziglar.  
The opening section has been re-written with all new references. 
Because the “Business Etiquette” section has been moved to Appendix A, we now state that it is part of 
organizational politics in the level two heading “Developing Political Skills” as a level three head “Business 
Etiquette,” stating that the topic will be discussed in Appendix A. 
The “Power” section “Influencing Tactics—Ingratiation” now includes how to altercast and ask for a favor. 
The 10e section “Customer Satisfaction and Etiquette” is now “Customer Satisfaction and Complaints.” There is 
a new section heading “Dealing with Customer Complaints.” 
The 10e section “Do Power, Politics, and Etiquette Apply Globally?” is now “Do Power, and Politics Apply 
Globally.”  
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
New - Skill Building Exercise “New Habits” to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Chapter 9 – Networking and Negotiating (was Chapter 10 in 10e) 
The entire chapter has been updated with 35 (88%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 40 
references.  
There are 21 new people and company/brand examples: www.ideed.com, Shark Tank, CEO of Pixel Mobb 
Christopher Perilli, Microsoft, JPMorgan Chase, Healthcare Business Women’s Association, Pricewaterhouse 



Coopers, The Principal Financial Group, New York State Bar Association, National Association of Women 
Lawyers, BS MoneyWatch, NPR, Martha Stewart Living Radio, Newsday, Cosmopolitan Magazine, Women’s 
Health, The New York Times, Sheryl Sandberg, COO of Facebook, Lean In: Women and the Will to Work, and 
Yahoo. 
The Introduction section has been re-written with all new references. 
“The Why and Reality of Networking” now has a new level three head “The Networking Process” to identify the 
steps. 
The “Developing Your Network” section has been expanded. It now has level three heads: “Primary Contacts,” 
Secondary Contacts,” “Using Your Self-Sell,” “Expanded Contacts,” “Starting Conversations,” and “Job Search 
Networking Form.” To extend the how to network approach, 19 Questions have been added that can be used to 
start a conversation in ‘any setting, at a ‘networking event,’ and at a ‘conference.” 
The opening section of “Negotiating” has been revised with all new references. 
In the “Negotiating Planning” section BANTA is now clearly defined.  
The case has been renamed “Carol Frohlinger: President of Negotiating Women,” and updated taking out prior 
discussion of Deborah Kolb who is no longer listed on the website. 
The Objective Case has been revised and now provides more positive information on Amway.  
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
There is a new Skill Building Exercise “New Habits” to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Part Four: Leadership Skills:  Team and Organizational Behavior, Human Relations, and Performance 
 
Chapter 10 - Team Dynamics, Creativity and Problem Solving, and Decision Making (was Chapter 11 in the 
10e) 
The entire chapter has been updated with 90 (100%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 90 
references.  
The Introduction section has been re-written with all new references. 
In the “Types of Teams” “Functional teams” subsection, the new terms networks of teams also called multi-team 
systems has been added.  
There is a new introduction to the “Team Development Stages and Leadership” that states the relationship 
between team dynamics and development, and that everyone should contribute to team development.  
The “Leadership Skills in Meetings” section subsection “The First Meeting” now includes Setting Ground Rules, 
emphasizing the need to start and end meetings on time. 
The case has been updated. 
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
New - a new Skill Building Exercise “New Habits” to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Chapter 11 – Organizational Change and Culture (was Chapter 12 in the 10e) 
The entire chapter has been updated with 83 (99%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 84 
references.  
The Introduction section has been updated with twice as many references. 
 The “Change Model” section now includes a new third model under the new subheading “Habit Changing 
Model--Overcoming Your Resistance” to focus on how we can overcome our own resistance to change and 
develop new habits.  
The “Organizational Culture” subsection “Positive and Negative Cultures” now includes healthy and unhealthy 
cultures.  
New case - Elon Musk. 
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 



and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
New - a new Skill Building Exercise “New Habits” to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Chapter 12 – Valuing Diversity and Inclusion Globally (was Chapter 13 in the 10e) 
The title has been changed to include “Inclusion.” 
This chapter has major revisions. The material on human relations issues has been decreased, while the 
coverage of diversity and inclusion and global diversity have been expanded with new coverage discussed 
below. 
The entire chapter has been updated with 98 (84%) new references to this new edition, for a total of 116 
references.  
The Introduction section has been updated and now has three level two heads to emphasize the importance of 
diversity: “Diversity in America, Global Diversity, and Is Diversity and Inclusion Really Important?”  
The second section “Prejudice and Discrimination” now has three subsections: Prejudice, Discrimination, and 
Common Areas of Employment Discrimination. The prior subsection “Valuing-Diversity/Inclusion Training” has 
been deleted, with content moved to other sections. 
The third section “Equal Employment Opportunity for All” has an expanded list of those protected under the law 
enforced by the EEOC. Exhibit 12.1, Federal Employment Laws, has been revised. The laws are now presented 
in chronological order, and the less relevant laws have been deleted, and the Genetic Information Act of 2008 
has been added. The Learning Outcome and answer have been changed to include the seven major diversity 
laws enforced by the EEOC. Also, the subsection “From AA to Valuing Diversity to Inclusion” has been moved to 
the end of the fourth section.  
The fourth section has been remained “Dimension of Diversity and Inclusion” and re-written with multiple 
changes to expand coverage of diversity: 
The prior first subsection has been replaced and expanded with “Diversity Types and Discrimination” and list the 
EEOC eight protected groups, plus an extended list of other types of diversity. Therefore, prior coverage of 
alcohol and drug abuse and AIDS has been deleted. There is a new Work Application question 12-5 and a new 
link to a self-assessment exercise on diversity.  
The second section is now “Gender, Sexual Orientation, and Sexual Harassment” with increased updated 
coverage of these topics including discussing the difference between sex and gender, and the long EEOC 
definition of harassment has been deleted while quid pro quo and hostile work environment sexual harassment 
have been added.  
The last section is “From Affirmative Action to Valuing Diversity to Inclusion” with expanded coverage focusing 
on inclusion. Its Work Application question 12-8 now includes valuing diversity and inclusion. 
The fifth section title is the same, but it has major revisions with three subsections, instead of five. Women in 
the Workforce and Women and Minority Managers is now combined, and re-written, titled: “Women and 
Minority in the Work Force and Advancement.” Work and Family Balance is now a subsection of How Families 
and Gender Roles are Changing. 
The sixth section is now “Global Cultural Diversity and Relations.” There is a new subsection “National Culture 
and GLOBE” discussing these two new topics. There is a new Learning Outcome 12-6 and a new Application 
Situation box 12-5 to apply GLOBE dimensions.  
The prior “Managing Diversity” section has been deleted and is now “Managing Diversity Globally” and has been 
re-written replacing U.S. human resource material with inclusion and global coverage. There are two new Work 
Applications 12-14 and 12-15.  
The case is still Google, but it is new because it has been re-written with all new questions. 
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
New - new Skill Building Exercise “New Habits” to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Appendix A – Time, Career, and Etiquette Management (from Ch. 4 and Ch. 9 in 10e) 
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The Appendix has been updated with 25 new references to this new edition, for a total of 58. 
The case Jay-Z is not used in this 11e. As an appendix, there is no case.  
The Objective Case “Overworked” from prior Chapter 4 has been retained.  
The format of all Skill Building Exercises has been changed to better indicate if the exercise is individual focused 
and answers are shared in-class or online in groups. AACSB competencies are updated and clearly listed.  
New - new Skill Building Exercise “New Habits” to develop skills related to the chapter topics. 
 
Appendix B – Applying Human Relations Skills (was Appendix A in 10e) 
The Assessment from Chapter 1 is repeated in Appendix B for a direct comparison of pre and post assessment of 
HR abilities and skills. Plus, there is a new 36 question end of course Assessment. 
Changing behavior through the changing habits guidelines has been added to this Appendix. 


